LIVORNO MUSIC FESTIVAL
AUGUST 22 - SEPTEMBER 7 2016
MASTER-CLASSES & CONCERTS

MANUELA CUSTER singing
JEFFREY SWANN piano
MASSIMO QUARTA violin
STEFANO BOLLANI Stefano Bollani meets the young musicians
VITTORIO CECCANTI cello
TOBY HOFFMAN viola

ALBERTO BOCINI contrabass
ROLAND DYENS guitar
QUARTETTO KLIMT chamber music
ROBERTO FABBRIANI flute from Maderna to contemporary
GIOVANNI RICCUCCI clarinet
CHRISTOPHER AUSTIN Peter Maxwell Davies' composition laboratory

artistic director VITTORIO CECCANTI

Selection for musicians and singers concerts award
Ensemble in residence for composers
Selection for composers: a piece performed in premiere
Scholarships available
Pisa Airport for all low cost major connections is 20 minutes from Livorno
Reduced apartment rooms 15 per day
and lunch is from 6-10

www.livornomusicfestival.com
info@livornomusicfestival@gmail.com